Master in Finance
Class of 2016:
Eleven Capital Partners

University Paris II - Panthéon - Assas
Words from the director

Marianne VERDIER
Director of the Master in Finance
Professor at the University of Paris II - Panthéon Assas: specialized in industrial economics applied
in banking and financial sectors
Researcher at CRED (Centre for Research in
Economics and Law)
Associate researcher at CERNA (Ecole des Mines
de Paris)

Created in the 1980s, the Master in Finance of the University Paris II Panthéon - Assas prepares students for top careers in Finance.
We offer a curriculum in three different fields: Financial Markets,
Corporate Finance and Audit. The vocation of this broad program is to give
students the opportunity to succeed in a wide range of positions in the
financial industry.
We select the students who show the highest potential and admit only 20
candidates out of a pool of 500 applications. Many of them have studied
abroad or completed internships in financial companies.
Our faculty comprises both Full Professors from the University and
professional managers from the financial industry. This enables us to bring
to our students state-of-the-art academic knowledge on financial topics as
well as the operational expertise of senior executives.
All of our students acquire applied professional skills through an internship
lasting from 3 to 6 months. Our students are also supported by the Alumni
association, which organizes weekly coaching sessions to guide students in
their career choice.
Each year, the students organize a one-week study trip to discover London
and its financial center. The high quality of the positions held by the
students after their graduation demonstrates the quality of our program.

Corporate Finance (120h)

Financial Markets (120h)

Students learn how to consolidate
financial statements along with
analyzing listed companies. Students
not only study but also implement
their theoretical knowledge into a full
company valuation and other case
studies.

From this module, students will
develop a deep understanding of the
financial markets and will carry out a
fictive IPO. They will learn relevant
strategic methodologies to create and
manage portfolios but also to perform
other financial market activities.

Financial Analysis (40h)
Merger and Consolidation (20h)
Infrastructure Financing (20h)
Management of financial
organizations (20h)
Financial Planning and Analysis
(20h)

Financial Markets (40h)
Interest Rate Products
Management (20h)
Portfolio Management (20h)
Cash Management and Foreign
Exchange (20h)
Derivatives Markets (20h)

Law, Accounting and Tax (110h)

Additional Subjects (140h)

This module allows students to
understand the influence and the
importance of the legal environment in
decisions making. It also highlights the
importance of corporate governance
and the accuracy of the financial
information in business organization.

The objective of this module is to
provide students with mathematical
and IT tools in order to be fully
operational in their professional life.
They also acquire a critical point of
view of the banking industry and its
new challenges.

Accounting and Finance (20h)
Audit and Financial Statements
Monitoring (20h)
Business and Tax System (20h)
Financial Law (20h)
Economics of Banking and Finance
(30h)

Contact

Financial English (40h)
Quantitative Finance (20h)
IT (20h)
Banking and Finance
Microeconomics (20h)
Financial Regulation (40h)

A professional teaching staff
Alphonse DELAROQUE
KPMG partner, head of agribusiness
Former student of the Master
Professor of Merger and Consolidation

"The Master in Finance of Pairs II - Panthéon - Assas allowed me to get a
3 months internship at KPMG Audit where I am now Partner in the
agribusiness sector. For some years now, I have been teaching Merger
and Consolidation to the students of this Master. Through this course, I
share my professional experiences and I allow students to get a deepunderstanding of corporate financial statements."

Bernard COUPEZ
Member of the AMF Board
Associate Professor
Professor of Financial Analysis and
Regulation and Financial Regulation

"This professional Master specialized in Finance takes its originality with
a strong multidisciplinary dimension and a balance between corporate
finance and financial markets courses. Its international dimension is
reflected in the diversity of the students’ intake."

Future professionals – Class of 2016
Students of the Class of 2016 are from various countries and have all achieved
excellent academic paths in addition to rich professional experiences (financial
markets, portfolio management, corporate finance, advisory). These diverse
profiles create dynamic synergies between students and faculty members. The
students’ academic and professional backgrounds of the class 2016 reflect the
Master’s ambition to prepare for a wide range of careers in finance.

Career prospect
Financial analysis
Portfolio Management
Companies’ financial department
M&A
Audit / Consulting

25%

35%

Audit / Consulting

Financial Markets

40%
Corporate Finance

95%
Dominique JANICOT
Instructor at CFPB from LCL (former
Risks Controller at LCL)

Of our students
are employed
three months
after graduation

Professor of Interest Rate Products
Management

"The Master has built strong momentum, with the strong involvement of
the teaching staff and of the alumni community. The wide range of
courses taught in this Master provides a lot of professional opportunities
to the students. The diversity in profiles and experiences, the intellectual
curiosity and the students’ open-mindedness put forward debates
during the classes.”

38K € / year
Students’
average salary
after graduation

20%
Of our students
work abroad
after graduation

Partners

The Alumni Association of the Master
The association "Alumni Assas Finance" (AAF), born in 2006, is in charge
of the well being of the Alumni Community. It groups 30 Alumni of the
Master in Finance of Paris II - Panthéon - Assas University. The Alumni
Community is strong of nearly 600 members that progress in multiple
business areas of corporate finance and financial market, funds and
investment banking, auditing and consulting firms. The objective of the
association is to favor the students’ professional integration, develop
relations between graduates and enhance the Master's image

Armand GAUTIER
Mazars Consulting Manager
President of the association – Class of 2006

Student life
Experience Feedback: Alumni come to
share their experiences with the current
students. This is a chance to learn about
career opportunities in finance and to build
a professional network.
Seminar abroad: Every year, students have
the opportunity to go on a trip to the global
financial hub of London for a week. Several
conferences and meetings are held with
professionals to enable students to learn
about the world of finance. It also gives
them a chance to create a network for
those who want to continue their careers
abroad.

Diner with professors: Several diners are
organized to strengthen the cohesion of
the Master and for students to network
with professors and alumni.
Participation in events: Attendance to
student fairs, graduations or awards. There
are also some events such as visiting
Europe's largest trading room of Defense.

